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Der8auer Intel 9th Gen.
OC-Frame

$34.50

Product Images

Short Description

The der8auer 9th gene. OC-Frame replaces the Intel ILM (Integrated Loading Mechanism) on the
motherboard, opening up completely new possibilities for extreme overclockers to professionally overclock
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their CPUs, with a processor cooler that does not interfere with the Integrated Heat Spreader (IHS) directly on
the chip CPU can be installed.

Description

The der8auer 9th gene. OC-Frame replaces the Intel ILM (Integrated Loading Mechanism) on the
motherboard, opening up completely new possibilities for extreme overclockers to professionally overclock
their CPUs, with a processor cooler that does not interfere with the Integrated Heat Spreader (IHS) directly on
the chip CPU can be installed.

Features

Practical tool for CPU use without heatspreader
Safe installation to maximize cooling performance
Made of high quality aluminum in anodised black
Only compatible with Intel 9000 series CPUs and LGA-1151-v2 socket

Specifications

Technical details:

    Type: CPU mounting frame

    Material: anodized aluminum

    Color: Black

    Only compatible with Intel 9th Gen Desktop Processors (Coffee Lake Refresh)

    Compatible with socket 1151 motherboards

    Delivery:

1x der8auer 9th gene OC frame

1x Torx key
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Warning: Removing the CPU heatspreader and the mainboard socket holder (retention module) is at your
own risk
and is always accompanied by the complete loss of the manufacturer's warranty and warranty!

Compatibility Note: Without the built-in heatspreader, the mounting height of the CPU cooler will be slightly
reduced, which means
that those with an unalterable mounting height can no longer be mounted. It is therefore essential to check
before installation that the cooler
to be used can also be used at a lower mounting height.

Additional Information

Brand Der8auer

SKU FSD8-026

Weight 0.7500

Color Black

Tool Type Technicians Tools


